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Abstract.  

A recent strategic review of policing published by the Police Foundation (Barber, 2020, p. 2) 

claimed that the police service in England and Wales is not equipped to meet the scale and com-

plexity of the various challenges it faces, one of which involves the digital elements within crime 

investigation.  Drawing upon data gathered for an MSc dissertation evaluating practices across 

investigators in the South of England, monthly samples from two years of serious crime investi-

gations established that 50% of enquiries missed all digital investigative opportunities. Where a 

digital opportunity was identified, potential subsequent digital enquiries were missed 47% of the 

time.  Whilst consistent with the Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue 

Services (HMICFRS) (2018) and the Information Commissioners Office (ICO) (2020) reports 

which highlight that policing capability is lagging behind modern technology and affecting public 

confidence; these matters will be developed and discussed leading to the conclusion that, con-

sistent with the police foundation report, loss of public confidence will undoubtedly damage po-

lice legitimacy. 

Keywords: Digital, Investigative, Missed, Opportunities, Police, Legitimacy, 

Public, Confidence 

1.0 Introduction 

The context in which this paper will develop recognizes the rapid evolution and preva-

lence of complex digital elements within criminal investigations and how they may be 

stretching both the legitimate boundaries of the rule of law across state boundaries and 

also, policing by consent (Manning and Agnew, 2020). It will become clear that an 

investigative landscape fraught with technical and procedural complexities has evolved 

leading to deficiencies in the police use of digital investigation opportunities within 

police investigations. Previous research has identified the varying guises of these 
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complications which range from the ever-shifting developments in digital technologies 

affecting policing (National Police Chief’s Council, 2016; Slessor, 2018.  Shaw, 2018 

and Dodd, 2019) to the complications experienced within a Criminal Justice System 

anchored within historical precedence (Enchev, 2011), and the increasingly informed 

expectations held by a technically educated public who simultaneously demand digital 

competence and digital privacy from law enforcement (Egawhary, 2019 and Trottier, 

2015).  

Whilst previous research has identified these layers of complexity, a research gap 

exists in establishing how these complexities manifest themselves within ‘practice’.  

The study which informed this conference paper reviewed the use of four defined dig-

ital investigative techniques and examined whether investigators were identifying dig-

ital opportunities, applying them correctly and documenting their use so as to withstand 

judicial review and ultimately, public scrutiny within a criminal court. The findings 

indicated that a knowledge gap exists across investigators in identifying suitable lines 

of digital investigation.  Where digital lines of enquiry were identified, questions have 

been raised as to the effectiveness of their application. The findings also established a 

lack of documented rationale being applied to the investigative decisions surrounding 

digital investigative opportunities.  

2.0 The Field of Digital Policing 

Changes to investigation procedures (McCartney & Shorter, 2019), digital evidence 

handling (Taylor et al, 2010), types of crime (Kirby & Penna, 2011) and the expecta-

tions placed upon investigators (Heaton, 2012) are just some examples of the increased 

investigative arena in which police investigations form part of a wider criminal justice 

service made up of multiple agencies and processes (Newburn, 2017). Complexity 

across these wider systems and processes compound upon a clear understanding of 

emerging technologies (Chan, 2001 and Levi & Leighton Williams, 2013). These com-

plexities also straddle a landscape of differing policing priorities across the UK set by 

directly elected local Policing Crime Commissioners who drive policing policy (Raine 

and Keasey, 2012). 

Brown (2015) comments upon the complexity of issues within digital forensics cit-

ing advances in technology, disparate legal jurisdictions and a list of agencies requiring 

knowledge of policing processes.  However, digital forensics equates to only one aspect 

of investigations.  Further examples include issues around the under-reporting of digital 

criminality (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2013) and the implications of 

technology on the legal profession and its functioning within courts (Wall and Johnson, 

1997). These examples paint a picture of technology, investigating offences and pro-

cessing investigative results through the criminal justice system as being fraught with 

complexity. This is highlighted by Owen (2018) who notes that technology outpaces 

policing knowledge whilst police knowledge simultaneously outpaces legislative 
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developments.  McQuade (2006, p.41) also refers to policing tactics as co-evolving with 

technology and criminal ingenuity, and becoming increasingly complex, via ‘...recur-

ring criminal and police innovation cycles which have a ratcheting-up effect akin to a 

civilian arms race’. The concept of a technological arms race is not unique to law en-

forcement.  Hoffman (2015) identifies the complexities of emerging technology in med-

icine whilst Taddeo and Floridi (2018) explore the implications of artificial intelligence 

in warfare.  Despite these “arms races” occurring across multiple sectors, perhaps 

unique to policing is the difficulty of matching tactics to offending and then presenting 

the results within a legal system rooted in historical precedent and tradition (Enchev, 

2011) and to partner agencies who may not have technological parity with the police 

(Mishra et al.2011).   

Further technical and cultural complexities are found within society at large and the 

expectations and objections that may be held by the public surrounding the use of digital 

tactics within investigations.  A contemporary example of this is offered by Spinello 

(2019) who discusses the range of opinions surrounding the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gations (FBI) attempts to “crack” the iPhones belonging to the 2015 San Bernadino 

terrorists (Braziel et al.2016) and the contrasting expectation of privacy for citizens 

versus the expectation to investigate terror offences.  Set upon the backdrop of whistle 

blower Edward Snowden’s revelations of widescale state sponsored surveillance style 

programs (Scheuerman, 2014), the public have developed a complex relationship with 

technology and information gathering whereby large swathes of the public willingly 

submit huge parts of their private lives to exposure on social media (Goodman, 2015), 

yet the trust held by the same public for “big tech” and government in using this data is 

low (Holmes and Burum, 2016). In the UK, organizations such as Liberty and Big 

Brother Watch also provide commentary against advances in law enforcement’s use of 

technology (Big Brother Watch, 2017 and Liberty, 2019) whilst contrasting populist 

opinion suggests “If you have done nothing wrong, you have nothing to hide!” (Mar-

wick and Hargittai, 2019).   

These polarizing opinions are set within a context of increasingly available sources 

of information, which itself causes further complexity.  Baum and Potter (2019) de-

scribe a disconnect between the vast availability of digital information and the levels of 

quality of the information available to the public.  The voluminous availability of “fake 

news” has made the separation of fact from fiction in directing public opinion increas-

ingly difficult (Hooper, 2019).  When this phenomenon is applied to opinions surround-

ing policing and the criminal justice sector; news, fake news and opinion all add to an 

ever more complicated picture (Dentith, 2018 and Peters, 2018). The analysis of the 

expectations of digital tactic use within policing can be expanded further to explore the 

concept of “policing with consent” and whether this historical bedrock upon which the 

UK police have set their operational foundations is compatible with the pace and intru-

sive abilities of technology within investigations. Robertson (2016) describes policing 

as being consented to by the public or, at least acquiesced to, due to a lack of 
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understanding about what policing involves. The Home Office (2012) attempts to cod-

ify the concept of policing by consent by providing a list of generalized aspirational 

police behaviors and summarizing the concept as “the power of the police coming from 

the common consent of the public, as opposed to the power of the state”.  Curiously 

however the Home Office (2012) declare that it is not possible for a citizen to remove 

their consent.   

These are all matters to be considered by the police service as they extend their reach 

into private matters through their use of technology.  An example of this follows a 

recent trial of live facial recognition cameras by the London Metropolitan Police by 

Fussey & Murray (2019, p.125) who discuss incorrect facial identifications and the im-

plications of this on public confidence into the police when they comment that its usage. 

The ethical implications of using technology in the deployment of police resources 

based on algorithmic decisions is one that has implications on the model of policing by 

consent. Whilst the accepted model of policing by consent has held sway, Shearing and 

Stenning (1983) previously posed long standing concerns about the emergence of pri-

vate/public partnerships in law enforcement and how these mergers could affect the 

concept of consent.   

Bayley (2016) considers the tradition of policing by consent by questioning whether 

the concept of consent requires a review of the levels of collaboration between the po-

lice and the public.  Bayley (2016) posits however that this collaborative approach 

throws up its own complexities where the interests of the public, the police and public 

or private sector partners are all accounted for within a legal and operational model.  

These complexities are articulated by Sheptycki (2019, p.136) who considers that the 

“technopoly” mergers between police and private sector partners in tackling criminality 

through the use of technology is drifting into a pseudo-militaristic field and that this is 

increasingly ‘…the very opposite of democratic policing when an uncomprehending 

public experiences, a police presence that they do not endorse’. Whilst debate continues 

around the use of facial recognition technology by the UK police, Couchman (2019) 

highlights concerns regarding mass surveillance aided by questions as to who owns 

recorded facial “data”, whilst Garvie and Frankle (2016) highlight issues of algorithmic 

racial discrimination.   

It could be argued that public sector policing requires technical private sector col-

laborative support to provide the infrastructure and capability to keep pace with modern 

criminality, yet this opens a chasm between traditional notions of policing by consent 

and the concept of  “technopoly” (an assumption that technology is always positive and 

of value; Segal, 1993). This shifting of the established notion of policing by consent 

invites polarized opinions from a more widely informed populace. In 2012, Bratton and 

Tumin described policing in Los Angeles as having been “run into the ground” with 

cuts to resources and equipment. Parallels to the recent period of austerity and the ef-

fects thereof on UK policing can be drawn (Manning and Agnew, 2020). In a contem-

porary publication, the Police Foundation (2020 p.54) highlights the current concerns 
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around public consent and policing stating that: in recent years, a tension has emerged 

between the shifting focus of policing and the views of the public.  With police budgets 

and officer numbers cut, and the balance of risk shifting from public spaces and volume 

crime to online threats and hidden harm, many aspects of public facing ‘core’ policing 

have effectively been de-prioritized. As a result, concerns have begun to emerge about 

the health of the police “covenant” with the public. 

The evidence would suggest that it is difficult, however, to reconcile an absolute 

operational necessity to deal with increasingly inventive criminality and persistently 

growing personal data sets with a public who demand, from a position of education and 

information availability, individual attention and accountability. Having accepted that 

law enforcement responses to evolving criminality and the handling of digital investi-

gative products have become more complex, it is less clear how the digitization of crim-

inality sits within the purview of police capability.  

3.0 The Investigation of Digital Crime. 

Some of the more well-known digital tactics used by investigators include, but are 

not limited to, the use of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (Home Office, 2019), 

the use of communications data (Home Office, 2015), the forensic analysis of digital 

devices (Van Baar et al. 2014) and the use of online research (Staniforth, 2016). 

3.1 Open Source. 

Online research, often referred to as open source investigation, is a valuable tool 

when investigating serious crime (Trottier, 2015 and Akhgar et al, 2017), though the 

use of open source tactics has resulted in complications in the development of policy 

and process at both local and national levels (Akhgar & Wells, 2018 and Nahn, 2008).  

Complications include the necessity of policing agencies to adhere to legislation that 

was not written with the pace of the online developments in mind (Eskens et al. 2018).  

Complications are also created in considering how to balance the expectations of the 

public who are able to complete their own open source investigations, yet, who simul-

taneously demand privacy from law enforcement’s use of open source methodologies 

(Egawhary, 2019 and Trottier, 2015).  Indeed, publicly sourced investigations via social 

networks have been lauded by society at large yet deemed worrisome by the police 

following the use of open source tools linked to vigilante behavior (BBC, 2019). The 

ability of the public to investigate effectively via open source methodologies is both a 

blessing and a curse for law enforcement (Huey et al, 2013) who point to the lack of 

legal accountability in public investigations and a culture of skepticism within law en-

forcement as to the perceived benefits of public resources assisting in investigations.   
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The use of open source investigative methodologies has come under scrutiny by pri-

vacy campaigners.  Ramakrishnan et al. (2014) reported on the use of social media 

aggregators in predicting civil unrest across Latin America.  More recently the police 

use of social media to monitor protestors during the Extinction Rebellion protests has 

been called into question by Blowe (2019). The narrative against the monitoring and 

recording of data by authorities across social networks is echoed by the 

#FREESPEACHONLINE campaign hosted by Big Brother Watch (2019) who retain a 

stance of social media being the new “public forum” for discussion and therefore being 

protected from mass state snooping. 

Whilst the police use of social media and open source research is limited to the pre-

vention and detection of crime, perhaps cynicism around the leveraging of mass data 

sets by authorities has been fueled by recent exposés such as that around Cambridge 

Analytica (Cadwalladr and Graham-Harrison, 2018 and Isaak and Hanna, 2018).  Re-

cent commentary around data sharing between large technology companies and police 

agencies has also reinforced this nervousness with one recent article by Yoannou (2020) 

suggesting that Amazon was passing user details of “Ring” home camera systems to 

law enforcement along with remote access powers to allow the well intentioned switch-

ing on of cameras by police in the event of crime occurring in the locality of the device. 

This cynicism about public / private partnership in harnessing and using social media 

in investigations can be balanced with a reported rise in complaints by victims to the 

police stating they have been abused in a social media space (Evans, 2015) and the 

accepted parallel of abuse and offending increasing across social media when high pro-

file events such as terror attacks occur and are reported in the news (Müller and 

Schwarz, 2019). Seemingly law enforcement is expected by victims and the public to 

access social media during investigations and yet, the same victims and public are sim-

ultaneously cynical and suspicious of law enforcement engagement with social media 

companies and private sector partner organizations.   

3.2 Digital Forensics. 

The retrieval of evidence from digital devices, known as digital forensics, is defined 

by Pollitt (2004) as a process to identify, preserve, analyze, and present data from dig-

ital devices.  As digital devices evolve, the extraction of evidential data has become 

more complex as noted by Leong (2006) and Agarwal et al. (2011) who highlight issues 

between the changing technological developments in digital devices and the separation 

of understanding between those who have become increasingly technical in the abstrac-

tion of information and those who have the responsibility of applying legal frameworks 

to any recovered evidence.   

This is highlighted by Mackie et al (2017) who reference the skills of digital foren-

sics teams versus the arrival of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regula-

tions (GDPR) and the complications of bringing the two perspectives into alignment.  
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Whilst this paper by Mackie et al (2017) was largely based on the premise of data 

breach offences within a corporate environment, a parallel can be drawn to advances in 

cloud technology, the emergence of new legislation (Investigatory Powers Act, 2016), 

and the complications of legally and technically retrieving cloud data, analyzing it cor-

rectly and presenting it in evidence.  Developments in cloud technology has resulted in 

the holding of data on servers potentially anywhere in the world.  Son et al. (2013) 

reference cloud providers placing cloud servers across the globe to allow for balancing 

of resources against global demand. Pătraşcu & Patriciu (2013) comment on the diffi-

culties in retrieving data held in disparate locations and Ferguson et al. (2018) discuss 

that this global infrastructure alone provides “severe implications for the detection, in-

vestigation and prosecution” of offences.  

These “severe implications” are compounded further by considerations surrounding 

the proportionality of seizure and analysis of devices (Beebe and Clark, 2005; Trenwith 

and Venter, 2013; Information Commissioner’s Office, 2020) (hereafter ICO), the in-

trusion into data held on devices about persons not believed to be linked to criminality 

(Big Brother Watch, 2017) and the sheer volumes of data that needs to be stored by the 

police in the management of digital exhibits (Quick and Choo, 2014).   

Certainly, issues surrounding the volumes of data recovered by police and the pro-

portionate and relevant analysis of this data in crime investigations has led to adverse 

publicity, including data implications involving the collapse of the Liam Allan rape trial 

(Smith, 2018). The subsequent review of disclosure processes and the impact digital 

evidence has had on investigations and the court process identified unwieldy volumes 

of material and a lack of management of this data as having a negative impact across 

the criminal justice system (Attorney General’s Office, 2018). The proposed solutions 

have led to more confusion across constabularies as police officers and investigators 

struggle to ensure understanding across seizure, analysis and presentation of digital ev-

idence.  This confusion is equally present within the Crown Prosecution Service and 

the courts (Bowcott, 2019). Criminal prosecutions within the UK rely on a burden of 

proof measured as “beyond reasonable doubt” (Newburn, 2017).  Accordingly, the 

presentation and subsequent contesting of digital evidence in a court can be complicated 

without that evidence being corroborated by other means. 

3.3 Communications Data. 

One method of achieving corroboration of some elements of digital evidence is via 

communications data. Communications data is “the who, where, when and how of a 

communication” (Home Office, 2015). Whilst accessing and using communications 

data is a valid investigative tool, its use also affords an investigator the ability to cor-

roborate other aspects of digital evidence. Communications data is largely comprised 

of records of traffic across the cellular network via mobile or land-line telephony.  It 

can also comprise mobile internet traffic records as well as more esoteric versions of 
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communications including mobile app communications to companies such as “Uber” 

or “Just Eat”.  The Investigatory Powers Act (2016) is the statutory framework that 

defines the circumstances and process by which investigators may apply for communi-

cations data. This process involves submitting a request which complies with the re-

quirements of the act. This request is then triaged by a team who pass the request to an 

independent statutory body, “The Office for Communications Data Authorizations” 

(OCDA).  OCDA’s responsibility is to grant or deny the request having considered 

whether the request is lawful, necessary and proportionate (Gov.uk, 2016.  Forensic 

Analytics, 2019).  The proportionate lawfulness of any request for communications data 

is subjective and requires individual interpretation of the law against the requirements 

of the request.  Whilst OCDA will refer to this as balancing the proportionality of the 

request, Gill (2013) suggests this process involves the consideration of “sousveillance”, 

the considering of public perception as to where the power balance wielded by the state 

is held into the intrusion of the privacy of citizens.   

As the Investigatory Powers Act (2016) progressed through its parliamentary ap-

proval process, Chivers (2015) stated that there was a need for “a discussion about what 

kind of surveillance is truly necessary and proportionate in an increasingly digitalized 

society”.  Whilst legislators advised that the creation of the independent body OCDA 

would ensure that proportionality would remain in the forefront of communications 

data acquisition, others believed that the Investigatory Powers Act was a “snoopers 

charter” (Carlo, 2016).   

In addition to the discussions surrounding privacy and proportionality, technical 

complexity exists in accessing and using communications data.  Lock et al. (2013) ref-

erence the problems associated with the recording of communications data when routed 

through virtual private networks whilst Brown (2015) speaks to “advancements in the 

functionality of information communication technologies and disparities between sys-

tems of law globally” as challenging.   

Further challenges then exist in the processing of gathered communications data.  

Issues with the computer systems used throughout the criminal justice service (Water-

house, 2019 and Crown Prosecution Service, 2018) have rendered the effective transfer 

of data between agencies difficult due to the incompatibility of systems used. Despite 

these difficulties, communications data remains a critical line of enquiry in many in-

vestigations where the linking of communication events and identification of where 

these events occurred is crucial to successful investigations (May, 2015). 

3.4 Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR). 

ANPR is described by Gunawan et al. (2017, p.1973) as ‘...an intelligent system 

which has the capability to recognize the characters on vehicle number plate’. 

This recognition is then overlaid onto a location, mapping where the recognition 

took place. Rogers and Scally (2018) identify both the proactive and reactive abilities 
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of ANPR for the investigator. Rogers and Scally (2018) also identify the scale of ANPR 

use across the UK police establishment commenting that cameras exist on nearly all 

major road networks. Wright (2016) corroborates that as far back as 2012, over eleven 

billion records of vehicle movements had been captured by the ANPR camera network. 

This volume of data brings a layer of complexity to investigations surrounding the 

storing of images and associated vehicle, keeper and location data for an exponentially 

increasing data set (Jaques, 2015. Akhgar and Yates (2013, p.155) develop this further 

stating that in dealing with “big data sets” there is a requirement for ‘…a specific com-

bination of tools, intel., experts and data sources along with the suitable access proto-

cols and security solutions.’ 

The pattern of law enforcement difficulty with advances in technology is prevalent 

across all digital tactics discussed thus far. The other consistent parallel across tactics 

has been law enforcement’s grappling with the concepts of privacy and proportionality 

and the varied expectations held by an increasingly vocal and digitally aware public. 

This theme is present across ANPR data capture and manipulation also. 

Big Brother Watch (2013) comment on the exponentially increasing scale of police 

use of ANPR data and the possible consequences of not maintaining track of police 

marking of the data whilst Woods (2017) debates the notion that the use of ANPR data 

acts as an intrusion into the private lives of road users when set against both the Euro-

pean Convention on Human Rights and the European Union Charter. 

It is acknowledged that policing has an ever-expanding remit (Millie, 2013 and Mil-

lie & Bullock, 2012).  It is argued that this expansion, alongside Governmental ambi-

tions to move policing from an “unskilled” vocation to being a formal profession 

(Brown et al, 2018), has led to a debate as to the overall identity and mission of the 

police.  Amidst this identity crisis, developing measurable and successful process in the 

already complicated digital arena is difficult.  Speaking to private sector management 

processes and measuring performance, Magretta and Stone (2002) questioned; “given 

our mission, how is our performance going to be defined?”.  It is unclear how policing 

can answer this question. 

4.0 Method. 

Using a County Constabulary within England as a case study, research was con-

ducted which aimed to understand both the practical use of digital investigative tactics 

within ‘serious crime investigations’ and whether the proportionate use of such tactics 

was considered when they were applied.  

The term serious crime was used in the sense that it is defined in statute by the Police 

Act 1997. (National Archives, 2006 and Police Act,1997) 

The research afforded an opportunity to explore the identified knowledge gap in-

cluding topics of particular interest including: Identifying the levels of use of digital 

investigative tactics and establishing where opportunities are commonly missed; where 
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digital tactics are used, establishing the levels of understanding held by investigators 

into the practical application of digital investigative techniques; establishing the levels 

of understanding of the proportionate use of digital investigative techniques; within the 

case study, to what extent are identified digital investigation techniques being used and 

understood within serious crime investigations? 

This research analyzed secondary data from completed investigations as opposed to 

‘live’ investigations.  Completed investigations can be interrogated for information 

whereas the dynamic nature of “live” investigations risks missing the measurement of 

digital tactic use which may become a valid tactic later in an enquiry and therefore 

missed by snapshot analysis. 

All of the data already existed within the policing systems of the area under research, 

having been collected as part of a different original purpose.  One benefit of using ex-

isting data in identifying the use of digital tactics was that the investigative process was 

not biased by the investigator’s awareness of researcher scrutiny.  This knowledge may 

have led to the investigator including tactics that they would previously not have con-

sidered and the resulting data not being representative of the ‘norm’ for participants.   

4.1 Data collection procedures. 

The 2019 Crime Survey of England and Wales identified 60,920 crimes in the year 

ending March 2019 for this particular Constabulary, not including fraud offences (Of-

fice for National Statistics, 2019). 

Utilizing the Constabulary’s crime recording system, a structured query could be 

leveraged identifying only those reported offences which resulted in an investigation 

taking place.   

It is acknowledged that not all reported crimes result in investigations (Hymas, 

2019).  Comparing the extracted investigations against the Home Office list of serious 

crimes identified which of the extracted investigations fell within the serious crime def-

inition. Having identified a data set of crime investigations, it was necessary to identify 

a time period from which to collect a sample from the data.   

On the understanding that 60,920 crimes were reported in year ending March 2019, 

it was necessary to establish how many of these resulted in investigations and subse-

quently, how many resulted in serious crime investigations which would produce a 

sample set from which to select data for this research. 

The following data collection process was established: 

1)  All crime investigations between January 2018 and December 2019 inclusive 

were extracted totaling a sample size of 13,377 investigations. were exported from this 

two-year period.  The data was cleansed and just the crime reference numbers, and 

offence types recorded.  
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2)  The Home Office list was filtered so that all offences that did not satisfy the 

statutory condition of potentially carrying a custodial sentence of three years or under 

were removed.   

3)  Several offences that matched the definition of serious crime remained yet would 

traditionally never fall within the practicalities of serious crime investigation were re-

moved.  The rationale behind these removals were that, for example, by definition, a 

theft offence can carry a seven-year custodial sentence, thereby defining it as “serious”.  

A shoplifting offence however would not be considered a “serious crime” from an in-

vestigative perspective and therefore would be outside the scope of this research.  This 

rationale is supported by the Cambridge Harm Index (Sherman et al. 2016) which sug-

gests that not all crimes are “created equal” and that measures of seriousness can be 

applied to crime recording.  For this research, offences have been removed which would 

all but exclusively be dealt with at Magistrate’s court and therefore never attract the 

serious crime sentencing powers (Sentencing Council, 2020).   

4)  Having filtered out offences not attracting a custodial sentence of over three years 

and offences not traditionally within the remit of serious crime investigations, a total of 

2,275 investigations remained as in the sample providing a mean number of serious 

crime offences per month across the twenty-four-month sample period of 94.79.  

A random selection of four investigations per month over the sample period yielded 

96 investigations selected, the equivalent to an average month’s serious crime investi-

gations.  

4.2 Data Analysis.  

Having identified 96 investigations, an analysis process was developed to capture 

the relevant quantitative and qualitative data required better understand the approach 

taken to digital elements within investigations. This analysis process is visualized in 

Figure 1 below: 
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Figure 1 – Data analysis flowchart. 

4.3 Results. 

Quantitative analysis of the results identifies that  

• From the 96 serious crime investigations: 29 investigations did not contain 

circumstances where digital lines of enquiry were available or viable.   

• Of the remaining investigations, 19 correctly identified one or more digital 

lines of enquiry. 48 investigations missed all possible digital lines of enquiry.   

• 53 investigations (55%) were dealt with by officers in non-detective roles, 

whilst 43 investigations (45%) were dealt with by officers in detective roles. 

• Within the 19 investigations where digital tactics were identified, there were 

instances of multiple tactics being used, with a total of 28 recorded usages of 

one or more of the digital tactics noted across these 19 investigations. 

• Out of the 19 investigations that did apply digital tactics, it was noted that 9 

of them (47.3%) missed further digital investigative opportunities having iden-

tified an initial opportunity. Of the 48 investigations which missed all digital 
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investigative opportunities, 16 (33.4%) were missed by officers in detective 

roles whilst 32 (66.6%) were missed by officers in non-detective roles. 

• Of the 28 recorded usages of digital tactics, 27 of them appear to have been 

technically applied correctly. Of the 28 recorded usages of digital tactics, 16 

(57%) of them described a rationale for the use. 

• Within the 48 investigations where digital enquiries were not used, the ra-

tionale for the lack of use was recorded once for each of the identified tactics. 

• The legitimacy / proportionality aspects of digital tactic use were explained on 

1 occasion each for the use of communications data, device analysis and open 

source tactics.   

 

Qualitative analysis of the results provides the following insight into the use of (or 

not) of digital investigative tactics. 

• Evidence existed of officers correctly identifying digital lines of enquiry, one 

example being an investigating officer correctly identifying that a mobile de-

vice required a more forensic download than was locally available and another 

officer identifying that ANPR searches could offer investigative lines of en-

quiry in overlaying data with a missing persons records system whereby re-

ceipts and a car parking ticket were recovered from a vehicle. 

 

• Evidence existed of investigators incorrectly identifying digital lines of en-

quiry including wrong rationale for the non-utilization of ANPR searches as 

being given as there being insufficient cameras in an area and a time frame 

being too wide to provide meaningful search parameters.   

 

• Evidence was present of the use of rationale in the consideration of use (or 

non-use) of digital investigative tactics including an example whereby an in-

vestigator       identified issues with the accuracy of information held by the 

police and that this would therefore prevent the initial use of communications 

data applications.   

 

• A further example demonstrates a rationale for the seizure of a victim’s phone 

handset, the policing powers used and level of intrusiveness in searches based 

on quantity of data extracted.  The rationale also details an explanation for the 

seizure and examination of the suspect’s device and goes onto identify com-

plications and missing data from these initial reviews which developed a ra-

tionale for further digital investigative work on the handsets.   

 

• Evidence identified examples of digital investigative opportunities existing in 

enquiries which were missed by investigators despite the victim providing the 
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investigator with signposting as to how to conduct relevant digital enquiries.  

Evidence also existed of digital enquiries not being progressed due to prob-

lems around a lack of time or an increased workload.   

 

• These capacity issues were highlighted repeatedly and within a local area, a 

prioritisation process around which crimes will be dealt with and in which 

order was instigated, often to the detriment of progressing entirely viable dig-

ital lines of enquiry.  This was adopted both by investigators and their super-

visors. 

 

• Evidence also existed of investigators not maximising the use of digital inves-

tigative methods to understand the “wider picture” including an example in-

volving a domestic abuse offence where the investigator did not identify that 

more than one offence had been committed and a separate stalking report 

where only a single incident was investigated as opposed to the wider reported 

behaviours. 

 

• Despite these problems, there also existed evidence of investigative tenacity 

despite digital complications including an example whereby an investigator 

has continued to pursue digital lines of enquiry despite initial attempts to glean 

evidence being frustrated by the technical architecture of the application being 

reviewed. 

 

5.0 Discussion. 

The results presented from this evaluative research established a number of areas of 

discussion. 

5.1 Missed Opportunities. 

The prevalence of missed digital investigative opportunities clearly identifies an area 

of weakness across investigations.  It is, however, difficult to identify where this weak-

ness specifically stems from. 

Some of the sampled offences identified a lack of time or an increased workload as 

a reason as to why digital opportunities were missed.   

This is consistent with recent HMICFRS reporting (Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector 

of Constabulary, 2018) which highlighted that a lack of capacity across investigators 

and police officers identified “a widening gap between the needs of the public and the 

police’s capacity and capability to meet them”. 
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Whilst it is accepted that lack of capacity is a partial element in the non-identification 

of digital lines of enquiry, it is suggested that capacity takes a less prominent role to a 

lack of understanding of the opportunities available in the investigation of digital ele-

ments of crime.  

The same HMICFRS report (2018, p.33), backed up by the recent ICO (2020) report 

identifies deficiencies in the digital elements of investigations: As long as the police 

persist in using 20th-century methods to try to cope with 21st-century technology and 

ways of life, they will continue to fall further and further behind, and the quality of 

justice will exponentially diminish.  

This cultural difficulty in keeping pace with technology can be conceptually linked 

to the “Dunning-Kruger Effect” (Dunning 2011); the notion that if an investigator 

doesn’t know what opportunities are available to them in investigating crime, they 

would be unlikely to identify the opportunities in their investigations. This lack of 

knowledge, when embedded within a culture that is “using 20th-century methods to try 

to cope with 21st-century technology”, can perhaps explain why there is such a high 

number of missed opportunities.  

In one of the above noted examples, an exasperated victim who has been told that 

no further enquiries will be completed into the matter despite that victim identifying 

digital lines of enquiry to the investigating officer.  Williams (2017) discusses the pub-

lic’s expectation of police to tackle open source enquiries. In the example, the victim 

identifies communications data opportunities alongside Facebook enquiries, opportu-

nities which have alluded the investigator.  This level of education and expectation 

amongst the public, when faced with non-action by the police in investigating reports 

of crime, decreases public trust and confidence in the police.  

Morell et al. (2020) suggest that one element of maintaining trust between the public 

and the police is to ensure that the public believe that the police are competent.  In this 

instance, the belief of the victim is that the police are not competent. Jackson et al. 

(2011) suggest that “when people are aligned with their society’s legal structures, they 

are … more likely to assist the police and courts through reporting crimes, identifying 

culprits, and giving evidence”.   

The above circumstances identify how missed opportunities amongst an educated 

public can erode trust in the police.  These missed opportunities are believed to be down 

to a lack of knowledge (Honess, 2020) and the cultural lack of modernity around polic-

ing practices (Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary, 2018). 

 

Allocation Policies. 

 

Despite the filtering process applied to ensuring that only serious crime made up the 

research sample, a larger proportion of the sample were investigated by non-detective 

resources.  These investigations included offences such as supplying of class A drugs, 

sexual assaults, fraud, and stalking offences. 
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The Cambridge Harm Index (Sherman et al. 2016) acknowledges that not all crimes 

are created equally and proposes a “weighting” assessment to understand the potential 

harm which could be experienced from the commission of an offence.  

Whilst the sample indicates that the greater number of investigations were allocated 

to non-detective resources, those that could be said to be of a higher harm weighting 

(for example rape and offences against vulnerable persons) attracted detective re-

sources.  

This can be viewed as a positive given that the sample data indicates that non-detec-

tive resources miss more digital investigative opportunities than detective resources.  

What the allocation process does not seem to identify however, are the potential harm-

ful offences that start at a lower harm threshold yet repeat into a higher harm set of 

circumstances.  The tragic case of Fiona Pilkington in 2007 highlighted that the culmi-

nation of multiple lower harm crimes can have devastating effects.  

In examples given above, investigators have missed digital enquiries which would 

have revealed patterns of stalking behaviors or repeated domestic abuse offences, and 

whilst these are “serious crime” offences that would not necessarily attract detective 

resources, the implications of missing digital evidence which evidences ongoing do-

mestic abuse and controlling behaviors have been repeatedly highlighted (Office for 

National Statistics, 2019; Grierson, 2020).  It is suggested that had efforts been put into 

the recovery of digital evidence across these examples, the investigator would have 

been in a better position to risk assess and address relevant future safeguarding actions. 

This lack of awareness or ability to identify digital lines of enquiry amongst non-

detective resources has the potential to not only miss investigative and safeguarding 

opportunities, but to also erode at the public’s confidence in the police’s ability to in-

vestigate effectively.  Whilst it is difficult to argue against prioritizing high-risk crimes 

against lower risk fraud offences, it is suggested that by not engaging fully in the pursuit 

of these crimes, officers do not learn how to develop skills in the digital investigative 

arena, thus reinforcing the previously referenced “Dunning-Kruger Effect” and simul-

taneously continuing to erode the confidence of the public into the police’s abilities and 

legitimacy.   

5.2 Digital enquiries Applied Correctly. 

What is clear from the sample data is that some officers do take a positive approach 

to digital enquiries and will not be put off by inevitable digital complications that may 

arise. 

The example noted above whereby an investigator continued to pursue digital lines 

of enquiry despite initial attempts to glean evidence being frustrated by the technical 

architecture of the application being reviewed demonstrates that with a willingness to 

pursue and learn, digital enquiries can be productive. 
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6.0 Rationale and Legitimacy. 

Following the collapse of the Liam Allan rape trial in 2017, scrutiny into how inves-

tigators apply rationale to their enquiries, especially around elements of digital investi-

gation, has been the subject of much discussion.  Smith (2018, p.12) suggests in relation 

to the Liam Allen trial that: Whatever the rationale for the approach of the OIC, the 

material should have been scheduled and by failing to do so the CPS were denied an 

accurate picture of the case, leading to a flawed charging decision. 

The evidence from this research suggests that it is a minority of investigators who 

are applying a digital rationale within investigations.  Given the increasing relevance 

of digital data in investigations, it is suggested that documenting a rationale detailing 

the reasons for completing or not completing digital enquiries is as important as the 

investigation itself, and to miss this could lead increasingly to adverse conclusions not 

only within the criminal justice system but also affecting the public’s wider view of the 

police. 

The lessons from the Liam Allan case, proposed by the Attorney General’s Office 

(2018) do not seem to have filtered through to operational investigators.  Whilst organ-

izations such as Liberty and Big Brother Watch continue to publicly scrutinize law en-

forcement’s use of technology, it is increasingly important for investigators to docu-

ment a rationale, reasoning what digital enquiries are available and why they are or are 

not being pursued.  The implications of not doing so may see repeated collapses of 

prosecutions and increasingly negative public scrutiny, all of which cyclically feeds 

back into questions around the ability of police to continue to operate with the full con-

sent and support of the public whilst accessing the public’s digital data.   

This question around policing across digital data and the intrusiveness of the inves-

tigative tactics can be framed against Bayley’s (2016, p.167) argument that: ‘policing 

with consent’ must be rethought because the public increasingly wants direct rather 

than representative participation in the supervision of the police.  Documenting a ra-

tionale around digital investigations requires liaison with the public to ensure that the 

public’s consent and support is maintained.  A rape victim, for example, may consent 

to having phone messages accessed and reviewed by investigators, but not pictures.  

Notwithstanding the technical complexities around this (for example, is Instagram a 

messaging application, an image application or a hybrid of both?), it is necessary for an 

investigator to balance the wishes of the victim against the evidential elements of the 

enquiry and the potential of scrutiny and cross examination as to investigative decisions 

at a later judicial hearing.  This is a theme noted by the information Commissioner’s 

Office (2020) where 13 recommendations were made to constabularies around the bal-

ancing of data protections expected by the public and the competing statutory frame-

works found within the criminal justice system. 
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Bradford (2014) suggests that “the actions of police officers can have a profound 

effect on the legitimacy of the police”. In the context of digital investigations, it could 

be argued that this cycle evidences a social positive feedback loop whereby publicly 

failing prosecutions increase public uncertainty over law enforcement’s capability and 

competence with digital evidence.  This in turn increases public scrutiny which in turn 

uncovers more failings.  All these factors serve to augment each other.  

6.0 Conclusions. 

This research has illustrated the complexity that surrounds police use of digital in-

vestigative tactics.  

Complexities exist within the technical arena however perhaps more pressing are the 

complexities around applying the evolving pace of the modern digital world to a his-

torically rooted criminal justice system that bases its judgements and future decisions 

on that of precedent. Adding to this is the public’s increased knowledge of modern-day 

digital capabilities and the resultant expectations of law enforcement in being able to 

access data and process it effectively yet to simultaneously maintain privacy and to 

remain defensible against accusations of “big brother” interventions. These layers of 

complexity then feed into questions as to how UK policing can ensure that it retains 

legitimacy with the public and, ultimately, as to whether or not the digital elements of 

investigative work accord with the long-standing tradition of “policing by consent”. 

This research has identified that whilst a small number of investigators have an in-

terest and an ability to positively identify and pursue the digital elements of serious 

crime investigations, a majority of investigators do not.  This lack of ability speaks 

loudly to the questions posed around the legitimacy of the police and the ability of law 

enforcement to command the confidence of the public and ultimately to police with 

their consent. 

This research has also identified that whilst serious crimes carrying the highest risk 

are largely allocated to detective resources, what could be termed as “volume -serious 

crime” is often allocated to non-detective resources, where the largest amount of digital 

opportunities are missed.  As has been highlighted, it is within these cases that tragedies 

such as that of Fiona Pilkington are found.  

This research has highlighted that despite some officers making relevant digital en-

quiries, the documenting of the rationale behind these enquiries is largely lacking.  It is 

difficult to quantify the lack of a rationale behind a missed digital opportunity – has it 

been missed through a lack of knowledge or through choice?  In either event, the lack 

of an accompanying rationale can have serious consequences and it exposes issues sur-

rounding the police and their perceived legitimacy when dealing with digital enquiries. 
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